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The Grumman F-14 Tomcat is a two-crew, variable wing-geometry, maritime air superiority fighter that served with the US
Navy for 32 years and continues to serve with the IRIAF in Iran. The F-14 was the US Navy's frontline fighter from the 1970s
to the mid-2000s. Over the course of its long service it also became one of the US Navy’s premier precision ground-attack
platform and its lone airborne reconnaissance asset.
Noteworthy features of the Tomcat are its swing-wing configuration, two-man crew, and the powerful AN/AWG-9 Weapons
Control System (WCS) and radar. The AWG-9 allows employment of the long-range AIM-54 Phoenix air-to-air missile, and the
LANTIRN targeting pod allows precision ground strikes using laser-guided bombs. The F-14 Tomcat was present in several
historic events that include the two Gulf of Sidra incidents, Operations Desert Storm Iraqi Freedom, the Yugoslavian conflict,
and Operation Enduring Freedom over Afghanistan. It was also immortalized in the iconic motion picture, Top Gun, and starred
in several other feature films including The Final Countdown, Executive Decision, and others.
The Tomcat was also played a vital role in the Iran-Iraq war of the 1980s, where is flew for the Islamic Republic of Iran Air
Force. The Heatblur Simulations F-14A/B Tomcat aims to simulate this iconic aircraft as a high-fidelity module for DCS
World. This module is the culmination of several years of research, coding and modelling.

Key features of the DCS: F-14 Tomcat include:
•Simulation of both the A and B models of the Tomcat. The A model will follow the B later during the Early Access period.
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•A highly-detailed external model that has been built using laser scanning and photogrammetry taken of real, museum F-14
Tomcats.
•New models for several F-14 Tomcat payloads that includes the AIM-54 Phoenix and the LANTIRN pod.
•Incredibly-detailed and accurate 6-DOF (Degrees of Freedom) cockpit that was also built using photogrammetry from museum
F-14 Tomcats.
•An advanced flight model that will continue to be tuned to provide the most accurate F-14 flight model simulation possible.
•Accurate aircraft systems simulation featuring:
oThe Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS).
oThe variable wing geometry, wing-sweep system.
oDetailed electrical, hydraulic, and fuel systems.
•Cooperative multiplayer that allows one player in the front seat to play as the pilot and one in the back seat to act as the Radar
Intercept Officer, RIO.
•“JESTER” AI: A new, lifelike AI that fills the role of RIO when flying in single-player or multiplayer mods without a human
RIO.
•A limited-functionality “Iceman” AI that pilots the aircraft in single-player mode when you are in the rear seat acting as the
RIO.
•Both AIs feature an interactive interface with a comprehensive library of voice-acted phrases.
•Simulation of the AN/AWG-9 Weapons Control System (WCS), featuring:
oA custom model of the AN/AWG-9 radar featuring Pulse Search, Pulse Doppler Search, Range-While-Scan and Track-WhileScan modes as well as both pulse and pulse doppler Single Target Track (STT) modes.
oThe ability to prepare and launch the AIM-54 Phoenix at single targets and at up to six targets simultaneously using the TWS
mode.
oThe Television Camera Set (TCS) allowing visual identification of targets in Beyond Visual Range (BVR) situations.
oThe Link-4 datalink allowing reception of tracks from an E-2 AWACS or a surface unit.
•The complete F-14A and B Tomcat payload, including AIM-7, AIM-9 and AIM-54 air to air missiles, various unguided- and
guided-bombs and rockets, and the M61 Vulcan 20mm cannon.
•A functional simulation of the LANTIRN target designator pod, allowing the RIO to guide laser-guided munitions dropped by
the pilot or other aircraft (buddy-lasing).
•The Tactical Airborne Reconnaissance Pod System (TARPS), allowing the player to fulfil the aerial photographic
reconnaissance mission. *
•Fully-functional carrier interoperability that features Instrument Carrier Landing System (ICLS) and the Automatic Carrier
Landing System (ACLS).
•Comprehensive digital manual, both as a PDF and as a continually-updated online manual.
•A complete set of interactive and voiced tutorials.
•Comprehensive campaigns for both the F-14A and F-14B Tomcat; one will be set in the Caucasus theatre and the other will be
in the Persian Gulf theatre.
* The F-14A and the TARPS pod will follow later during the Early Access period and the tutorials and campaigns will be
implemented and expanded during this early access as well.
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Minimum system requirements (LOW graphics settings):
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB (32 GB for multiplayer); Free hard disk space:
60 GB; Video: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.
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I paid for B-24 liberator and never got it on my computer. So how can I be charged time using it? After many E-mails from you,
you now say I can't received my refund. I'm sorry I got into this. Remember I never got the program to use. I wish there was
some way I could bring this problem to some one who would agree with me. As I see this, you did not give me what I paid for.
To me this looks like a fraud on your part. Sorry I trusted you as an honest company.. A little bit of background information: I
generally stay away from hidden-object games as I consider them to be monotonous. However, I have enjoyed many "point and
click" adventure games in which hidden-object scenes appear every so often.
I would consider Dracula: Love Kills as an adventure game with an abundance of varied puzzles as well as hidden object scenes.
It's not a pure hidden-object game. While it started off in an interesting manner, and while it indeed has many challenging
puzzles, I cannot recommend the game, because I feel it completely lacks any atmosphere. As a result, getting to the end of the
game felt like a monotonous chore.
What do I mean when I say lacking in atmosphere? Well, I found the storyline and character interaction/progression absurd, and
most importantly, I felt like the developers just lumped in a bunch of random objects to form hidden object scenes -- random
objects which have no place being there, given the time period and locale (Example: objects of Chinese origin within a medieval
tomb). It made the entire game feel rather tacky.
Dracula: Love Kills isn't an awful game, and I think the developers did quite well in coming up with some of the original
puzzles. However, I think there's many higher quality "casual adventure games" out there (Azada and Nightmare Adventures:
The Witch's Prison are two games that I recall having an engaging atmosphere and storyline).. Best DLC track pack to date. The
Mars tracks introduce racing around the outside of tubes as a new mechanic and it feels great, invoking a lot of F-Zero
memories. The tracks are also fairly lengthy with several hitting around 1:10 - 1:20 to make a full lap, which is welcome
addition to some of the shorter tracks in other packs.
If you love Redout this is absolutely worth picking up.. absolutely savage. great strategy game. I like it. Rate 11\/10. Very
Cheap, sure can entertain you for 30min.. Utterly broken
No Options Menu, ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ AI the guns feel like airsoft guns, bugs (Reloading a save and not having the weapons I had
at the time of saving) borderline "artistic" level design (I found a secret room by walking up some stairs, enemy spawns that
make no sense at all, etc
This game has more issues then my alcoholic dolphin. One of the most well respected and most community supported race sims
ever created.
The default content that comes with the game is fairly poor, but if you don't mind getting your hands a little dirty with mods
(which generally consists of dragging and dropping folders to add more content.) there is a world of racing available that will
appeal to anyone. Chances are if you can think of it, someone will have created it.
A must have.. hard and tricky but worth trying
i would suggest o improve to see clearly the bright colors
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Really an awesome game
let yourself go in an 80's cyberworld
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ap_xBAE3c8g. wtf fake pokemon game. second best game after garfield kart. This sucks..
I enjoyed this one despite the achievements not working. The graphics were nice. The story was decent. I liked that it had more
puzzles and less hidden objects screens than the first game of the series. I also liked that there was bonus content available. I
would not pay full price but would recommend if on sale.. Was a good game, and fun for what it was.
However did take me 4hours to complete the game, on hard mode, and unlock all the achivements.
Bare that in mind with the purchase price ;). it was so bad, doesn't worth even $1. but after the last update it worth $3.5. :). Still
better than Total War: Warhammer.. Great game to kill some time.. This is a nice, responsive, fun physics based copter-game.
It's not overloaded with storylines (almost casual), and it keeps track of your progress so you don't have to keep starting levels
over when you mess up. Interesting obstacles that gradually get harder. Plays well on an internal Intel HD Graphics 4600, and
has a really cool tron-like look to it.
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